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6th June 2023 
 

Completion of Investment in a  
High-Grade Nickel Matte Conversion Facility 

 
Jakarta, Indonesia – PT Merdeka Battery Materials Tbk (IDX: MBMA) (“MBMA” or the 
“Company”) is pleased to announce that the Company has completed the acquisition of a 60% 
interest in PT Huaneng Metal Industry (“HNMI”), a high-grade nickel matte (“HGNM”) conversion 
facility located within the Indonesia Morowali Industrial Park (“IMIP”) (the “Acquisition”). 
 
HNMI Overview 
 
HNMI was constructed and commissioned by Eternal Tsingshan Group Limited (“Tsingshan”) 
and has been in steady production since 2022. HNMI processes low-grade nickel matte 
(“LGNM”)1 produced by RKEF smelters, reducing the iron content, resulting in a HGNM product 
containing more than 70% nickel. Historically HNMI has sustained an annual production rate of 
50,000 tonnes of nickel in nickel matte2. In recent times, HGNM producers in IMIP have achieved 
superior margins to nickel pig iron, with higher payability on a per tonne of nickel basis. 
 
Downstream Expansion 
 
MBMA now holds a 60% interest in HNMI, with a subsidiary of Tsingshan holding the remaining 
40%. This Acquisition allows MBMA to deliver immediate, incremental cash flow and capture 
added profit margin from producing and selling nickel matte which is a key feedstock for battery 
precursors and Class 1 nickel.  
 
As part of MBMA’s strategy to deliver value to its shareholders, the Company continues to 
evaluate downstream expansion projects to produce value-added Class 1 battery materials, 
critical to supporting the fast-growing electric vehicle value chain and a vital part of the energy 
transition. 
  

 

For further information contact 

 

Investor Relations 

PT Merdeka Battery Materials Tbk 

Treasury Tower 69th Floor 

District 8 SCBD Lot. 28 

Jl. Jenderal Sudirman Kav. 52–53 

South Jakarta 12190, Indonesia 

Email: investor.relations@merdekabattery.com 

Website: https://merdekabattery.com/  

 
1 Low-grade nickel matte grade typically ranges from 18 – 22%. 
2 High-grade nickel matte production volume is a function of the nickel contained in the low-grade nickel matte.  
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DISCLAIMER 

This document: (i) is for information purposes, (ii) may or may not contain certain “forward-looking 
statements”, (iii) does not constitute or form part of any offer for sale or subscription of or solicitation or 
invitation of any offer to buy or subscribe for, or sell any securities of PT Merdeka Battery Materials Tbk 
(“MBMA” or the “Company”) and its subsidiaries (together referred to as “MBMA Group”) or to enter into 
any transaction under Indonesia Capital Markets Law or any other prevailing laws in any jurisdiction. All 
statements, other than statements of historical fact, which address activities, events, or developments 
that MBMA Group believe, expect, or anticipate will or may occur in the future, are forward-looking 
statements. Forward-looking statements are often, but not always, identified by the use of words such as 
“seek”, “anticipate”, “believe”, “plan”, “estimate”, “targeting”, “expect”, “project”, and “intend” and 
statements that an event or result “may”, “will”, “can”, “should”, “could”, or “might” occur or be achieved 
and other similar expressions including the negative of those terms or other comparable terminology. 
These forward-looking statements, including but not limited to those with respect to permitting and 
development timetables, mineral grades, metallurgical recoveries, and potential production, reflect the 
current internal projections, expectations, or beliefs of MBMA Group based on information currently 
available to MBMA Group. Statements in this document that are forward-looking and involve numerous 
risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from expected results are based 
on MBMA Group’s current beliefs and assumptions regarding many factors affecting its business 
(including affect the outcome and financial effects of the plans and events described herein); statements 
in documents are provided to allow potential investors and/or the reader understand MBMA Group 
management’s opinions in respect of future. There can be no assurance that (i) MBMA Group have 
correctly measured or identified all the factors affecting its business or the extent of their likely impact, (ii) 
the publicly available information with respect to these factors on which MBMA Group’s analysis is 
complete and/or accurate, and/or correct and/or (iii) MBMA Group’s strategy, which is based in part on 
this analysis, will be successful. MBMA Group expressly undertakes no obligation to update and/or revise 
any such forward-looking statements if circumstances or MBMA Group management’s estimates or 
opinions should change except as required by applicable laws. The reader is cautioned not to place undue 
reliance on forward-looking statements and extra cautions on capital market trading. 

NO REPRESENTATION, WARRANTY OR LIABILITY 

Whilst it is provided in good faith, no representation or warranty is made by MBMA and/or any of its 
affiliates, its advisers, consultants, agents, employees, or any of its authorized representatives as to the 
accuracy, completeness, currency, or reasonableness of the information in this document and/or provided 
in connection with it, including the accuracy or attainability of any forward-looking statements set out in 
this document. MBMA Group does not accept any responsibility to inform you and/or update of any matter 
arising and/or coming to MBMA Group’s notice after the date of this document which may affect any 
matter referred to in this document. Any liability of MBMA Group and/or any of its affiliates, consultants, 
agents, employees, or any of its authorized representatives to you or to any other person or entity arising 
out of this document pursuant to any applicable law is, to the maximum extent permitted by law, expressly 
disclaimed and excluded. This document is not guarantee of future performance, and undue reliance 
should not be placed on them as they involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties, which may 
cause actual performance and financial results in future periods to differ significantly from any projections 
of future performance and/or result expressed and/or implied by such forward-looking document. 

 

 
 


